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Disclaimer

It is always advisable that the owner seeks
professional advice from a qualified structural
engineer before carrying out Retrofitting. The
manual is intended to provide general assistance
and guidance for retrofitting processes. While
care has been taken to make this manual self-

explanatory, the Indian Standards should
be referred to in case any difficulty arises in
interpretation.

UNDP does not have any control over diagnosis
of damage and design or implementation
control of repair. Therefore, any loss or damage
arising due to reliance on this manual cannot be
accepted.

The manual does not replace any rules,
regulations, or codes of practice in force.



C.V. SANKAR, IAS, ^s^ o/o. the special commissioner &
OFFICER ON SPECIAL DUTY JS^ ESSES,*^^(RELIEF aREHAB,L,TAT,ON, |(MM ^STcHENNA, -600 005.

FOREWORD

PHONE: 55515898 / 28528745

EPABX : 28414550

With tsunami as an eye opener, the State Government of Tamil Nadu initiated a
number of steps to build disaster resistant houses. During the period of recon
struction,a numberof guidelineswere preparedand followed in consultation with
experts, research institutions, academicians and civil society organizations. At the
end of Phase I, more than 53000 new houses would come up in the coastal areas
of Tamilnadu with disaster resistant features. A further 48000 are to be built as
part of vulnerability reduction of coastal communities with GOI and World Bank
assistance. Thus, more than 100,000 new houses of better standards will be seen
in thecoast built at an average costof$5000. Thechallenge is to repair andretrofit
the "non-engineered" houses which are falling in the earthquake and vulnerable
zones. It is important that these houses are "retrofitted" as a step towards disaster
preparedness.

Even though many houses were retrofitted in the first phase of tsunami housing,
retrofitting is still a new concept to most of the house owners, contractors, tech
nocratsand policy makers. This initiativeof UNDP/GoTN is a small step towards
achieving a "disaster resilient society" through safe shelter construction practices.
The manual aims to simplify the concept and practice of "retrofitting" for all the
practitioners. This hand book will be an excellent reference guide to practice ba
sic retrofitting techniques with illustrations and pictures from the ground experi
ence through the Technology Demonstration Units and training programs done by
UNDP with technical support from the Society for Environment Protection.]

I hope that this initiative will further be disseminated, practiced, advocated and
integrated for an appropriate policy on retrofitting strategy for rural and urban
buildings.

I thank Mr Dipan Shah, author of thismanual, ProfA.R.Santhakumar forhis tech
nical guidance and Mr Alok Patnaik for promoting these through demonstration,
training and dissemination.

i(dv. SANKAR)
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During a mason's training program conducted by a team of
engineers, Murugan our mason, wants to completely understand
what retrofitting means because he wants each house in his village
to withstand the effects of natural disasters like earthquakes,
cyclones, and tsunami...

In the first half of this manual Murugan undergoes training under
engineers and in the second half he imparts this knowledge to
fellow masons...

What is Retrofitting?

Retrofitting is the process "I
introducing specific elements or
features into an existing structure si i
as in improve its resistance againsl
natural disasters likt earthquakes
and cyclones.
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Introduction Chapter 1
I. 1What is Retrofitting?

Retrofitting is the process of introducing specific
elements or features into an existing structure
so as to improve its resistance against natural
disasters like earthquakes and cyclones.

1.2 The difference between Repair and
Retrofitting
Repairs are taken up on damaged buildings to

restore loss of strength after a disaster. Repairs
include:

• Rebuilding of cracked wall elements,
• Stitching of walls across cracks or grouting of

crack,

• Other non-structural repairs undertaken on the
building

Retrofitting, on the other hand, enhances the
multi-hazard resistance ofa building. Retrofitting
includes:

• Provision of seismic bands,
• Eliminating sources of weakness or

concentration of large mass and openings in
walls,

• Adding shear walls or strong column points in
walls,

• Bracing roofs and floors so that they act as
horizontal diaphragms,

• Adequate connection of roofs to walls and
columns,

• Connections between the foundation and

walls.

1.3 Why is Retrofitting needed?
Retrofitting is required for buildings because

structures that are strong may not necessarily
be stable. For example, a solid steel cylinder of
1 feet diameter and 4 feet height is very strong.

Retrofitting means
action taken to upgrade
the multi-hazard
resistance ofan existing
building so that it
becomes safe against
future disasters

You haw an api question in
ask: Why is retrofittingneeded?
1 would say 'Everything strong
need not be stable.' Let me

explain ii to you - I !•
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It can take large amount of vertical-load i.e.
compression-load. However, it will topple down
if there is minimum horizontal-load / push. Steel

cylinders are strong but not necessarily stable.
Theydo nothaveadequatestrengthagainst lateral
or horizontal load.

Now, to improve the performance of the above
cylinder i.e., to make it more stable, a simple
wire on top and basic anchorage at the bottom
can impart the needed strength to withstand
horizontal loads. Retrofitting is therefore not just
adding strength to structures but is strengthening
structures in the right direction with the right
elements so as to impart needed stability under
normal and disaster-induced loading conditions.

The strength is a product which is related to
direction of force. (Tension / compression /
Torsion). In real life, the building is subjected to
variety of forces. The magnitude of these forces
intensify multi-fold in case of disasters like
earthquake, tsunami or cyclone. The use of right
system to absorb, transfer or distribute this force
is very crucial and necessary. The introduction of
such a system in the buildingafter understanding
the configuration, strengthand weaknesses of the
building so as to improve the needed strength.

Retrofitting means
imparting stability in
the right direction.

In real life, buildings are
subjected to a variety ol Forces.
Tin- magnitude of these Forces
intensify multi-fold in ease
of disasters like earthquake,
tsunamis, or cyclones.

The introduction •>! such a
system in the building after
understandingtheconfiguration,
strength and weaknesses ol lh«
building so as i<> impart it die
needed strength, stiffness and
flexibility, is called retrofitting
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stiffness to resist deflection and flexibility to
enhanceductility, is called retrofitting.

1.4 When is Retrofitting needed?
• Old or decaying buildings where age has

affected strengthand durability
• New structure not designed with adequate

codal provisions as per IS codes
• Mis-interpretation ofthecodeby the designing

engineer

• Ignorance about various intensity zones
• Buildings erected by owners without seeking

engineering advice
• Improper detailing of masonry/RCC

structures

• Building with irregular configuration such as
those with abrupt changes in stiffness, large floor
openings, or very large floor heights, etc.
• Use of inferior material, poor construction,

and poor workmanship
• Alteration or extension of structures without

proper understanding of the horizontal thrust or
acceleration

• Improper or inferior quality foundation or
building on poor soil structure.
• Little or no regularity authority administering

or policing the codes.
• Change in codal provisions of the area
• Change in use or occupancy of the building
It will be important to mention here that

retrofitting is not taken onlywhen the building is
damage but any building which falls under above
mentioned criteria needs retrofitting.
[..v.. : In (lujarat. after Hoods for two consecutive years (2002
& 201 i; i manybanksshiftedtheir lockers from thebasement to
the first Boor, since the basements were flooded and the hanks

encountered hea\ > losses \s the vaults were shifted on the firs)
floor, the loading on the floor increased and also it demanded
minor alterations and moditication inplan configuration at first
floor. All this led to RETROFITTING of these buildings soas
to accomtiUHlaie the new demands ofthe

Retrofitting is carried out
not onlj when a build.

••d hut alsoH it lallsuiam

<>l tin- listed i mi ii.i. needing
n irofittin
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The Process of Retrofitting non- Chapter 2
engineered structures

2.1 SystematicApproach to Diagnosis
There arc a range of retrofitting methodologies

and techniques available. Thechoiceof particular
methodology or techniquewill depend of variety
of factors like:

• Type of building i.e. single storey, low rise, or
multi-storey.
• Usage of the building : public or private

building, hospital, school, etc.
• Kind of weakness or structural inadequacy of

the members (walls, roofs, rafters, etc.)
• Material used in construction i.e. adobe,

masonry, RCC, steel etc.
• Category of damage i.e., Gl to G5.
• Future use/exposure conditions of the

building.
• Availability of material and machinery/tools

for carrying out the retrofitting work.
•Availability of skilled manpower.
• Scale of work.

Diagnosis is the first step of retrofitting. This
requires systematic documentation and scientific
analysis of the various structural elements and
the possible behaviorof buildingsduring natural
disasters.
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Figure 1 : Systematic Approach to Diagnosis
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2.2 The First Step to Retrofitting

As the name suggests, non-engineered
structures arc those which are built with little or

no understanding of proper engineering, while
using local materials and technology. Usually,
these structures are executed considering only
•gravity load' making them highly vulnerable to
lateral and other loads during disasters.

There are seven basic actions that can be taken
for retrofitting a non-engineered structure:

A. Installing lintel belts
B. Corner strengthening
C. Installation of header (critical in stone walls)

D. Gable tying
E. Plinth protection
F. Installation of roof bracings.
G. Repair of distress or cracks.

Line Out:

Line out is the first and most important activity
before initiating retrofitting of any structure.
Based on detailed visual observations and

basic field investigations (which may include
the history and method of construction); the
interventions to be undertaken on structures arc

identified - and these arc physically marked on
the structure. This is called a Line Out. A Line
Out will primarily help in ensuring consistency
in the levels and linkages among all the elements
that require retrofitting.

Retrofittinu Manual



Steps to Lineout

Step 1. Lintel level is generally taken as a base
for the lineout.

Step 2. Using a level tube, a 300mm (12") belt
is marked all around the house, 25mm (1") just
above the lintel.

Step 3. At the same level an internal belt is also
marked running in all rooms and spaces.

Step 4. In the belt, at every (900mm) a 3' header
is marked.

Step 5.Corners are then marked. Corners can be
retrofitted in two ways:

1. Using comer steel,
2. applying Ferro-Cement jacketing.

Step 6. To mark the column from inside; vertical
lines are marked at comer about 150mm (6")
away from the comer on either walls forming the
corner

Step 7. On the outer-side, a vertical belt of 1200
mm (4") extending 600 mm (2') on either side is
to be installed. A marking of this is done on the
wall

Step 8. At T - Junction on the outer side the

belt can be of 900mm (3') thickness running full
height of the wall (Refer Ch. 6.1 for lineout of
Comer)

Step 9.A L belt is marked on all sides of the
openings. In case ofdoor it will be 2 vertical sides
and in case ofwindow 2 vertical and one sill side.

(It is assumed that lintel is running continuously
as top)

Lintel level is taken as
the base for lineout
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Step 111. If the walls are of stone (rubble
masonry) then one header stone marking is done
in zigzag manner on the wall in such a way that
each marking covers about 3 sq.m (10 sq. ft) of
the wall.

800mm (15T) Belt

l" above lintel)

Header Marking
(at 900mm W)

distance)

Header marking

900mm (31

Height 25 mis

away from wall

300mm (12") Belt

(1" above lintel

Vertical line

50mm «i")

away from

cornet

600mm (2*)

Vertical belt

Note:

On small wall lengths in a
room (less than 5m) a seismic

band on the outside face will

suffice. In such case, the cross

walls should be connected by
ties going across the room at
about 2-5 m apart.

. 1- ill. liasr Ioi ill.

lull-inn. mi in.i: ill the

levels match within the house.

A bell ol I* is marked on all

sitles ol the i>pi ning. -' sides in
i as( di dooi s and include llu

sill side in i as. ol windows

)0mm (81

wide V(-itu.

kit
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FAQs : Lineout

I am not able to get a single lintel level in my
house, how do I proceed with the Lineout?

This is the most common problem encountered
while doing the line out. First and foremost, one
should check the lintel level of all around the

house. It is ideal to have the Ferro-Cement belt of

lintel at common level all round the house. That

will be structurally desirable and aesthetically
welcomed. However, in cases where is it not

possible as illustrated due to reasons illustrated
in sketch above, the belt can be locked with the

comer column for the inner room & then outer

verandah space can be treated separately.

II tin front-wall has a If>w lintel

and ilu back-wall lias a high
lintel level then m dial case,
the coned wa) .>l installing is
shown in diagram above.
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The layout of my house is as shown below.
How do I detail mv lintel belt ?

Verandah

This is most common plan of most traditional
stmctures - where a semi-open space (like a
verandah) is built before entering the main
structure of the house. In such cases - as shown

below - the front belt is locked securely at the ends
of the front wall. The locking is shown by blue
lines. The locking of belt should be minimum 2
feet away from the comer. For important of large
span stmctures, the locking can be done at two
points instead of one shown in the sketch.

In traditional plans tin I
;ii Ik Ii i~ i. i nun.in <! at ihe

end ofdie walk m the verandah

space

Locking of Ferro-
Cemenl Ik-Ii at

corner

Ferro-Cemenl Bell

at lintel level
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2.3 Options for retrofitting
A. Installing a Lintel belt

A Lintel belt is one of the most important and key
interventions in retrofitting of a Non - Engineered
stmcture. Just as a band ties a bunch of hay or a
tying a strip around a box imparts needed strength
to the box, similarly lintel belts will tie all the walls
togetherand impartneededcontinuity and anchorage
to various elements of stmcture. Lintel belt will also
help in arresting the formation of cracks in the event
of a disaster.

The procedure of installing a lintel belt can be
broken down into the following parts:

A. 1 Line out

A.2 Chipping of plaster
A.3 Drilling a header
A.4 Reinforcement preparation
A.5 Concreting of header
A.6 First coat of plaster / micro-concrete
A.7 Fixing of weldmesh
A.8 Second coat of plaster / micro-concrete
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A.l Lineout

The procedure for lineout of the lintel belt will
remain the same as 2.1 (A)

A.2 Chipping of Plaster

Step I. The plaster is chipped off using a flat
chisel. It is important that the chipping is done
using both chisels and hammers and not only
with hammers as is commonly the practice.

Step 2.If the wall is damaged extensively, then
the load of the super stmcture should be relieved
first before starting chipping by using temporary
support systems.

Step 3. If there are additional signs of distress
to the entire structure or a lot of extra material

falling off, then this should be addressed first
before chipping. The person undertaking
chipping operation or the supervising engineer
should be sensitive to observing the implications
ofchipping on the overall stmcture.

Step 4.1t is very important to chisel the mortar
joints about half an inch inside.

Step 5.A1I loose material after chipping should
be removed using wire brushes and surfaces
should be washed with water.

|?

The person undertaking
chipping should Ik' sensitive
to observe the implications
nl chipping <>n iln overall
sum nut-

13 Retrofitting Manual



A.3 Drilling the Header

Headers are basically stitches taken across
the wall so as to either stitch the wall itself

(especially in two layer wall constmction like
stone masonry) or anchor various retrofitting
elements to the stmcture so as to make them

behave monolithically.

Step 1. To install a header, a hole is drilled
through thejointsof themasonry units. Typically,
a header should be dumb-bell shaped and have
openings of about 100 mm (4") on the face of
the wall and around 50 mm (2") in the center of
the wall.

Step 2. It is very important to take all the
needed care so that header passes through the
wall surface.

Step 3.Ideally the header should be horizontal;
but in case of rubble masonry, if one is hitting
straight into the stone at the next face of the
wall, the header can be made slightly inclined.
However, it is important to note that no big stone
should be removed.

Step 4.In case of mbble masonry, drill the
header first as hole is drilled on one face of the

wall. Then, using a crow bar the joint at the other
end is located and just the tip of the crow bar is
made to pass through and through so as to locate
the joint to drill at the other end.

Siep 5. Once the joint is identified, the drilling
from the other face begins.

Step 6. Header drilling cannot be done only
from one face of the wall. It is always done using
both faces. Only then can the required shape of
the header be achieved and wall not damaged

Header drilling cannot
be done from one face
of the wall. It is always
done using both the
faces.
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with big holes.

Step 7. After the header is drilled, the hole is
cleaned using wire bmsh and made free from any
loose material. It is also washed with water.

DuiiiIh/I shaped hole

the header

W'eldmesl

h is vi n important to cIum'I
the mortal joints about hall an
in. h it
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A.4 Reinforcement preparation

Generally an 8mm HYSD (Tor) steel is used
as header reinforcement. There are two kinds of
headers:

1. 8 mm HYSD (Tor) steel can be used instead
of through stone in Rubble Masonry.

Icti«lh a.s pet

wall thickness

Ix-ni;th of bar - Wall thickness t + 7.'3 mm - 7."> nun

2. To be used as locking or connector for Ferro-
Cement belt or other retrofitting element:

Thickness <>i

the wall

230mm Projection Bend over weld mesh

to liock it

Ix-tmtli of bar - Wall thickness (t) • '2'AU mm - 230 mm
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FAQs: Header installation

How do I install a header if I have a common

wall and my neighbour does not allow me to
drill in his wall?

It is desirable to have header through and
through the wall, but in cases when the other side
of wall is not accessible due to common wall

issue or some other constrains, a half-header can

be installed. The similar case does also arise in

plinth masonry where the other side of the wall
is not accessible.

Depth of Header

upto 50-60%of the
width ol the wall

Ii i- desirable to haw In.win

igh and through tin-
wall, but in cases where youi
neighbuui will noi |x rmil you,
you can drill a headei .'"
ol the wall dm km *s
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A.5 Concreting of the Header

Step 1.Header concrete is done in M 20
concrete i.e. 1 : 1.5 : 3 proportion. First of all,
before concreting, all the headers are thoroughly
cleaned with wire bmsh and water. The surface is
made free of dust or loose particles.

Step 2. Reinforcement is prepared and kept
ready. Once all the other arrangements are
completed then only the concrete is mixed.

Step 3. Before concreting, the header surface is
made wet and then cement slurry splashed on the
inner side. Once this is done, the header hole is
concreted for about 50% ofvolume.

Step 4. Using header reinforcement, the concrete
is compacted and then the bar is left in position
completing the concreting of remaining portion
of header and finishing the top.

Note:

• Bar should have minimum of 20 mm cover on
the surface.

• It should be ensured that no voids are left over

while concreting of header.
• The header should be cured for at least 14

days.

The header should be
cured for at least 14
days.
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I look I leader

Header hook type
Headei connector

for Ferro-Cemenl Bell
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A.6 First coat of plaster / micro-
concrete

Step l.Once the headers all around the lintel
belt are installed, the first coat of plaster or micro
concrete is applied in the area where plaster for
lintel belt was removed.

Step 2. The first coat can be ofplaster or micro-
concrete. If it is of plaster it should in proportion
of 1:2 and if it is micro-concrete then it should be
of M20 grade. The thickness of first coat should
be at least 15 mm.

Step 3. AH necessary care in terms of cleaning
of surface, racking of joints, and wetting of
surface should be done prior to the application of
firstcoat.The cementslurry shouldbe appliedfor
better bonding.

Note:

Micro-concrete is preferred over plaster. It requires
additional skill and understanding of mixing of
concrete. The micro-concrete should be made using
10mm down aggregate (which usually, is not easily
available in rural areas). The concreting is to be done
like plaster and will require higher volume of fine-
aggregate and lesser volume of coarse-aggregate.
Micro-concrete will also require appropriate low
slump of mix so that it can stay on vertical surface. If
all the above points are not taken care of then there are
chances thai the surface may be left with voids. Due to
such practical constrains the rich cement mortar of 1:2
is preferred. This is also authorized by code.

Prior i" application of firsl
•! plastei mi. i

n should In- in.id. Mm- ih.ii

cleaning <>l surface, raki
joints, and wetting <>l iui fai i
should be carried out properly.
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A.7 Fixing of W'eldmesh

Step I. Once the first coat is completed, the weld
mesh is nailed firmly. Weldmesh used, should be
as per the table given on page 51. (Annexure).

Step 2. To nail the weld mesh, either fiat headed
bolts are used or bolts with washers are used.

Nails should be nailed at the junction point of
weldmesh and not at the center of the gap.

Step 3. For better fixity, it is advisable to fix
maximum number of nails at an angle slightly
inclined to perpendicular. This practice will also
help keep weldmesh tight with no loose warps on
the surface.

Step 4.AI1 weldmesh laps for continuity should
be on header and with minimum overlap of 450
mm. In the lap portion, additional binding wire
should be used to tic the weldmesh. No lap should
be at the comers.

Step S.Once the mesh is nailed firmly, all the
headers are locked over the mesh. The binding
wire is used to further tie the header rod and

weld-mesh. It should be ensured that the header

bar is bend at 90° and not at an angle.

Note:

• Before fixing of lintel weldmesh it should be
ensured all other belts like that of opening or
comer Ferro-Cement belt should be installed.

The lintel belt should be mnning above all these
belts to hold all of them.

• Lap of a weldmesh should also be tied using
binding wire.

No lap should be at the corners

No lap should be at the
corners
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Inclined nailing the

weldmesh lo the wall

I In hi sdi i s are locked ovei

the weldmesh. Binding wire is
used to furthci tie the headci
rod and weld n

Wall

(plaster chipped oil)

First layer of
Microconcrctc

Weld mesh layer

2nd layci of

Microconcrctc
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A.8 Second coat of plaster/micro-
concrete

Step I. Once the fixing operation is completed
andall laps and levels ensured, thesecond coatof
plaster or micro-concrete is applied and surface
finished.

Step 2. The thickness of the final coat shall be
around 20 mm minimum. The surface should be
cured continuously for minimum of 14 days.

Step 3. The best way to cure the belt surface
will be to nail gunny bags over the belt and keep
them continuously wet for 14 days.

FAQs: Lintel Belt

1do not have space at all above lintel to install
a belt, how should I mark the lintel belt?

Many traditional housesdo not havespace at all
above lintel. In such cases 10 mm tor steel could
be used as a connector to establish the continuity
between the Ferro-Cement belt on either side of

the opening. But it is must to install the Ferro-
Cement belt. The lintel belt in this case will be in

line with the opening's top edge.

Hon do 1strengthen the openings?
Openings are one of the most vulnerable

locations in the building. They generally undergo
shear cracking as the square tries to become
rhombus during the effect of lateral forces. It
is thus must to have the FC belt all around the

openings. This will strengthen them.

l-'crro-Ccmini

Bell
Reinforcement

In establish

continuity
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B. Corner Strengthening

Comersarcthemostcriticallocation inabuilding
structure: therefore proper detailing at the comers
is must forlateral stabilityor seismicsafety. In the
conventional system of constmction, due to the
method of construction itself, comers are one of
the weak zonesof stmcture.Generallyon site, for
convenience of implementation, the constmction
joint is left at comers. During an earthquake-like
event, when a lot of dynamic force is imparted
to the stmcture by disaster. Comers are where
maximum concentration of force occurs. Also

at the junctions, the sudden reversal of forces
is also bound to happen. All these make comers
the weakest point in the stmcture. As per Codal
Provisions, for comer junctions in a load bearing
stmcture, a single vertical reinforcement is
recommended. In an existing stmcture the same
vertical reinforcement is introduced in following
steps:

B.l Lineout of comer

B.2 Chipping of plaster and drilling of headers
B.3 Cutting of Reinforcement
B.4 Installing vertical reinforcement, headers

and Ferro-Cement bandages
B.5 Finishing

Comers are the most
critical locations for
the seismic safety of
any building
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B.l Line-out

Step 1. As a first step, the vertical lines are
marked, as shown in sketch, about 150mm ( 6")
away from the comers.

Step 2. Simultaneously a foundation pit of
45cms x 45 cms is marked on the floor.

Step 3. Headers are then marked. Generally
a distance of about 900mm (3") is maintained

between two headers.

Step 4.The distance between two headers has
to be adjusted so that the header of the comer is
aligned with lintel belt. That will help establish
continuity between both.

Step 5. Similarly if there is a sill belt installed,
the headers of the comer should coincide with the

sill belt.

Step 6. Depending on the height of gable, the
headers can be then placed above lintel or below
sill, but one header is must at about 200mm (8")

or so from floor level.

The distance between

two headers, has to be
adjusted so that the
header of the corner is
aligned with the lintel
belt.
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M ii knn; ol headers

adeasl 2~> cms away from
the cornets and at every

900mm (3') interval or so

Lineout for corner

150mm ((>") away

from the comer

Foundation for vertical steel

adeast 150 \ 150 mm

(I..)' x 1..V) and

600mm (!..>') deep
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B.2 Chipping of plaster, drilling of
holes, and foundation excavation

Step I.As described in earlier sections, the
plaster is chipped off using flat-headed chisel.

Step 2. Similarly, headers are made following
the procedures elaborated earlier.

Step 3. A foundation pit is excavated to anchor
the comer reinforcement as marked in the

sketch.

B.3 Cutting of reinforcement

Step I. A reinforcement bar equal to total of L1
to L5 is cut and is bent as shown.

Step 2. The bent L4 and L5 should be done
once the reinforcement is installed and header

concreted.

Step 3. LI is tied with the vertical steel with
binding wire.

i iJitf
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L4+L5

LI = 230mm (9") (LI is tied with the vertical steel BS
shown in the sketch above.

1.2 about 200mm (is to be physically measured
on site. Its equal to distance of header hole from the
vertical steel)

I I 230mm (9") or equal to the thickness of the
wall.

L4 = about 450mm (1.5*) (distance of header from the
outside comer I

I 5 200mm

Bindingwire tie

Reinforcement bar

through the wall

vertical

reinforcemenl
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B.4 Installation of vertical steel,
headers and Ferro-Cement bandages

Step I.To install the vertical steel, a foundation
pit of 45 cmsx 45 cmssq and about 45 cmsdeep
is excavated. The depth of the pit will vary based
on the plinth height of the building. The shape
of the vertical reinforcement will be as shown in

this sketch.

Step 2.0nce the Reinforcement is cut, it is
erected inposition(after3" of PCC). Acoverof 35
mm should be ensured behind the reinforcement

bar.

Step 3. All the headers connecting the vertical
steel are concreted with reinforcement tied to the

vertical steel.

step 4.The weld mesh or chicken mesh bandages
are to be installed (as need be) after headers are
installed in position.

L2

For Sloping root

All headers connecting
the vertical steel are
concreted with the
reinforcement.

LI = 450mm (1.5')
L2 = Height of the wall
L3 450mm (1.5") (anchored

with RCC Slab)

For RCC- slab
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B.5 Finishing
Slop 1.Concreting of the vertical steel starts

with concreting of the foundation in M20 grade
concrete.

Step 2.The surface preparation should be done
as described in header or lintel belt.

Step 3. Before all concreting work the cement
slurry should be splashed on the wall for better
bonding.

Step 4. Vertical column concreting begins.
Generally the column concrete is done in the
layers of 900mm (3') height. A cover of at
least 35mm should be ensured all around the
reinforcement bars.

Step 5. The shape of column concrete can be
fillet-shaped using formwork as inclined. With
the size mentioned, a conventional 230mm (9")
formwork plate of slab,will fit.

Foundation lor vertical

reinforcement

Vertical

reinforcement

Concrete cast

lor cornet

A cover of at least

35mm should be

ensured all around the
reinforcement bars.

I be reinforcement is tied to

the vertical stei I al minimum X
places
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FAQs : Corner strengthening

What are Fem>-< lenient bandages?

Ferro-Cement Bandages are horizontal weld
mesh straps installed parallel to the header
reinforcement connecting vertical steel.

The height of my room is very less i.e.
about 6 feet, do I still need to install vertical

reinforcement?

In such cases, instead of comer reinforcement,
a vertical bandage of weld-mesh can be installed
as shown in the sketch.

If the other side of the wall is not accessible,

how to install vertical steel

In such cases, half-headers as described in the

section of header are used. Additional Ferro-

Cement Vertical bandages can be installed as
described above.

In K .-(.mint Mill I.I

W< Id mi sll sli ips installed
parallel In llu lira.Ii!

eoiuu < mi::

vertical sl<
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C. Gable Bracing

Gable Bracing is an important interventions in
case of sloping roofs. The Gable is a triangular
portion of the wall which takes the load from the
roof in case of a sloping roof. When dynamic
forces act on stmcture, the horizontal thrust from
the roof tends to throw the gable out of plane.

Being a free-standing structure, the Gable has
no lateral stability. Hence it is very cmcial to
anchor the gable with the main stmcture. In case
of a new stmcture, it is compulsory to provide a
Gable-levelor eve-level belt. Inexisting stmctures
however, this can be achieved by cross-bracing
two gables. The process for Gable Bracing is:

C.l Lineout

C.2 Drilling of headers
C.3 Reinforcement preparation for Gable
C.4 Concreting of headers
C.5 Cross bracing and stressing

Being a free-standing
structure, the gable has
no lateral stability
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C.l Lineout

Step I. The headerholesare markedjust outside
the line of principle rafter.

Step 2. Depending on the height of Gable
the distance between the two holes of Gable is

decided. It is marked in such a way that both
holes fall within the triangular gable portion.

Step 3. In exceptional case of really low gable
height, the headers could be marked as shown in
sketch.

I leader holes marked

outside ol gable line

(mill 900mm (&) away)

C.2 Drilling of Headers

The method to drill headers has been elaborated
in an earlier section. Note however, that an eye
should always been kept out for any signs of
deformation or cracking.

Ol ill"

Gable the distance between lhc
lira holes i>l (lahli is dei ided.

Header holes in

case where gable

heighl is sufficient
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C.3 Reinforcement preparation

For Gable tying hooks are made. The shape of
the reinforcement is as below:

depends on
gable height

Hooks for

cross-bracing.
Its ends should

be locked in

concrete

equal lo ihickess

of wall

C.4 Concreting of headers

The procedure for concreting has been detailed
above. Note that ends of hooks should definitely
be concreted so as to prevent it from opening up.
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C.5 Cross bracing and stressing

Step I.Bracing should be carried out only after
3 days as passed afterconcreting of headers.

Step 2. Depending upon the distance between
two Gables, 5 to 7 layers of GI wire are used for
Bracing. Only Continuous wire should be used
for bracing.

Step 3. After 15 days whenconcrete header has
gained sufficient strength, the Gl wire is post-
tensioned.

Step 4. For improving the performance of wall
section taking the load of Gable; tying a vertical
bandage of weld-mesh is applied on outer side
wherever necessary.

I leader hook

in gable wall

^T

Continous (ii Wire

(5 to 7 I-oops)
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D. In-Plan Roof Bracing

Roof bracing is an activity undertaken in case of
sloping roof where the roofing understmcture is
made of wooden, pipe, or any other individual
members. In case dynamic loading occurs, these
members tend to behave independent of each
other causing larger damage to the stmcture
or resulting in the collapse of the roof in itself.
In plan roof bracing is done to impart needed
continuity between these individual members so
as to make them behave as a team in the event of

dynamic loading.

There are various ways of in-plan bracing of the
roof. It can be done using GI wires or wooden
members. In the case of using GI wire, holes are
drilled in the rafter and then nailed to provide
brace support to the GI wire.

In case of using wooden members, the timber
members are cross-tied and nailed with pre-drilled
holes so as to avoid any damage to the rafter. The
process followed for In-Plan Bracing is :

D. 1 Line out

D.2 Drilling of rafters
D.3 Fixing of perpendicular ties
D.4 Cross bracing and stressing

In-plan bracing of
the roof can be done
either using GI wire
or by nailing cross-
tied diagonal wooden
members.
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D.I Lineout

Holes arc drilled in the principle rafter so as to
divide it in 2 to 3 parts, and spaced well-enough
depending on the span ofthe principle rafter. Each
part should have approximate length of 1500mm
(5-) to 2100mm (7-).

D.2 Drilling of Rafters

Drilling should be done very carefully. If the
rafters are very old / decayed there is a possibility
that even drilling may damage them. In such
case, steel flats may be used for protection and
strengthening.
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D.3 Fixing perpendicular ties

Once the holes are drilled, wooden members are
nailed as shown in sketch below.

D.4 Cross bracing and Stressing
GI Wires of 3mm thickness are used for roof

tying. Wires should be continuous and used in
about 5-7 layers, and should be post-tensioned
after fixing.
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Cyclone Protection of Sloping roof

TamilNadu hasa very high vulnerability towards
cyclones. It is very important that in this region,
all sloping roofs are protected from uplifting.
This can be achieved by a very simple detail:

• In case of sloping roof with tiles, a loading
wall is required. Loading walls should be done
at an approximate distance of 1500mm (5') to
2100mm (7') as shown in the sketch. It can be
done using brickwork or lean RCC or wastage of
weldmesh.

• In case of sloping roof with sheets, depending
on the sheet type, J bolts should be installed.
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FAQs : ln-Plan Roof Bracing

My house does not have rafters, instead the
shape of the roof is as shown below.

In such cases as shown below in sketch, an extra

member is added. It is also advisable to install

additional members connecting all the tmsses for
better performance during disasters.
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E. Plinth Protection

Protection Belts for plinth and foundation is
a must for houses near the sea coast. After the
tsunami, foundations ofmany structure were quite
damaged: this was not due to incomingwavesbut
due to the receding waves which washed away
both the binding material as well as the soil below
the foundations. Following are the steps to take
for plinth protection:
E.l. Lineout

E.2. Foundation PCC and mesh fixing
E. 3 Finishing

Plinth protection is
critical for houses that
are located near the
sea-coast
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E. 1 Lineout

Step l.The foundation is excavated at one location
and the total depth of the foundation is measured.

Step 2.The foundation is excavated all around the
house exposing the wall sides from outside.

Note:

• Generally the bell goes about 2' below the ground
level and stays about I' above the ground level.
• It is advisable to use half headers in case of stone
masonry for holding the plinth weld-mesh.

wm//w//

2nd

Overlap 300mm
(D ofweldmesh

on the wall

600mm (2*) deep and
H" wide Excavation

around the plinth

First layer of l'( ('
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E. 2 Foundation PCC and mesh fixing

Step I.Once the wall is exposed, the PCC of
about 200mm (8") is done with thickness of 3" as
shown in sketch.

Sup 2. Over PCC the Weldmesh is banded and
concreted again for 50mm (2") thickness.

Step 3. The Mesh is nailed to the wall as shown
after applying the first coat. (For detail mesh
application procedure refer lintel belt section)

E. 3 Finishing

A Second coat of concrete is applied after fixing
of mesh. The back filling is done 3 days after the
completion of work.
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Filling

2nd Layer ofPI

600mm (2-) deep
and 200mm <H")

wide F.\cavalion

around the plinth

First layer ofPCC

f nl weldmesh

.should be above
.1-1.11-1

Weld mesh base
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F. Crack Sealing

F. Crack Sealing
To ensure successful Crack Sealing, it is

important to understand the cause of the crack.
Cracks are symptoms of some movement within
the building structure. These should be identified
and resolved before Crack Sealing is carried out.

The treatment to rectify a Crack will depend on
the size of the Crack. If it is G1 or G2 category
of crack, the crack could be cut in a "V" groove
as shown and then scaled using low-shrink or
non-shrink cement-like material. It is advisable

to install a chicken mesh over the repair for better
performance. In the case of a G2 category crack,
small nipples can be installed which after sealing,
can be used as grouting points with cement or any
other non-shrink grout. In the absence ofpressure
equipments for grouting, gravity grouting can be
adopted. For a G3 level crack, two options below
arc possible techniques:

/V7/V///V//V/// U2II /
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F.I. Using Ferro-Cement Bandage

Step l.The Crack is sealed after making and
cleaning a 'V groove.

Step 2. Ferro-Cement bandages are installed
perpendicular to the crack.

Step 3. The bandage should run at least 300mm
(1') on either side of crack, on both faces of the
wall.

Step 4. The bandage should be installed at every
900mm (3') distance.

V .shaped groove
ali iiin the crack

crack sealed by

simple grouting

weldmesh overlapping
on the uncracked

portion ol ihe wall
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F.2 Using stapler for crack sealing

Slep 1Stapling is an effective way of restoring
strength across the damaged cross-section. For
this technique, headers are drilled along the sides
of the crack as shown in sketch.

Step 2.1n the headers. 'C shaped stapler bars
are installed from both sides and then lapped

step 3.It is very important that the stapler is
installed in such a way that it is placed 90 degrees
to Ihe crack.This is very important for restraining
movements across the sections.

Note:

• Generally, 1Omm steel is used for Stapler.
• Distance between two stapler should be

900mm (3') c/c.
• For additional strength weldmesh strip could

be installed along the crack length running
atleast 300 mm beyond the crack end.

Bind over the

weldmesh over

the wall

reinforcemenl to

lie used as stapler

stapler is inserted from
both sides of the wall, the

overlap is then lapped
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internal stapler

reinforcement

The Stapler is plaid 90
es lo the Crack line.

stapler placed |>erpcndu ulai

(90 degrees) to the crack line

crackline stapler
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Annexure

1. Mesh Reinforcement in Seismic belts in

various building categories:

Length of
Wall

Cat. B Cat. C Cat. D Cat. E

m Guage N H Gauge N H Gauge N H Gauge N H

£5.0 gi4 9 250 gi3 9 250 912 9 250 8 t0 10 280

6.00 gi3 9 250 912 9 250 g 10 10 280 g 11 14 380

7.00 912 9 250 gio 10 280 g 10 14 380 812 18 480

8.00 gio 9 250 gio 14 380 gio 18 460 gi3 23 580

Ref. : Table taken from IS 13935 1993

Note:

1. Gauges: glO = 3.25 mm. gl 1= 2.95 mm, gl2 = 2.64
mm. g!3 = 2.34 mm. gl4 = 2.03 mm.
2. N = Number of made longitudinal wires in the belt
at spacing of 25 mm.
3. II Height)mm.) of belt on wall in micro-concrete
4. Transverse wires in ihe mesh could be spaced upto
150 mm.

5. The mesh should be galvanized to save Irom
corrosion.
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Annexure

2. Categories for Seismic Damage:

Damage Catergory Extent of Damage in
General

Suggested Post
Earthquake Action

O No

Damage
No Damage No action required

G1 Slight Non-
Structural

Damage

Thin cracks in plaster,
falling of plaster bits in
limited parts

Building need not be
vacated. Only architectural
repairs needed.

G2 Slight
Structural

damage

Small cracks in walls,
falling of plaster in large
bits over large areas;
damage to non-structrural
parts like chimneys,
projecting cornices, etc.
The load carrying capacity
of the structure is not

reduced appreciably.

Building need not be
vacated. Cracks in walls
need grouting. Architectural
repairs required to
achieve durability. Seismic
strengthening is desirable.

G3 Moderate

Structural

Damage

Large and deep cracks
in walls; widespread
i.e. cracking of walls,
columns, piers and tilting
or falling of chimneys. The
load carrying capacity
of structure is partially
reduced.

Building needs to be
vacated, to be reoccupied
after restoration and

strengthening. Structural
restoration and seismic

strengthening are
necessary after which
architectural treatment may
be carried out.

G4 Severe

Structural

Damage

Gaps occur in walls; inner
or outer walls collapse;
failure of ties to separate
parts of buildings.
Approximately 50 percent
of the main structural

elements fail. The building
takes a dangerous state.

Building has to vacated.
Either the building has
to be demolished or

extensive restoration and

strengthening work has
to be carried out before

reoccupation.

G5 Collapse A large part or whole of
the building collapses.

Clearing the site and
reconstruction

Ref: Table tak en from 1AE E Guidelines 1986
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United Nations Development Programme

UNDP is committed to help India achieve the global

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as well as teh

national objectives articulated in consecutive Five-Year

Plans. The goal of the organization is to help improve

the lives of the poorest women and men, the

marginalized and the disadvantaged in India. UNDP

works in the following areas : Democratic Risk

Management, Energy and Environment, and HIV/AIDS.

In areas prone to disasters. UNDP further efforts to build

the resilience of communities at risk and supports state

and district institutions to prepare.

SEP

Society for Environment Protection (SEP)

Promotion of sustainable and accountable society

through scientific and technological intervention is a

core principle of SEP.

Initiative in Habitat Development (IHD-SEP)

IHD-SEP is the housing division of SEP which is

committed to Habitation Development and long term

Disaster Preparedness and Mitigation efforts.



For further details contact:

Office of the Special Commissioner and
Commissioner for Revenue Administration,

Disaster Managment & Mitigation Department, Chepauk, Chennai 600 005
Email: relief@tn.nic.in or www.tn.gov.in/tsunami

UNDP, United Nations team for Tsunami Recovery Support,
Apex Towers, 54, 2nd Main Road. RA Puram, Chennai - 600 028

Tel: +91 4442 303 551 or www.un.org.in/untrs

Society for Environment Protection (SEP)
6-A, Kalamwadi Society, Nr, Shreyas Crossing, Paldi, Ahmedabad-380007 (Gujarat)

E mail: admin@sepindia.org or www.sepindia.org


